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4 Global Issues and Sustainable Solutions

The People Who Ate People

Easter Island is one
place that wasn’t
sustainable and
where people
committed ecological
suicide. This means
their population grew
until there were more
people than the island
could support. When
people first got to
Easter Island, in 400

CE (Common Era), there were forests and many
wild animals. Because the island provided a good
life for the people, the population increased, they
developed a sophisticated Polynesian culture, and
they erected many stone monuments.

Eventually there were more people than the island
could support: the forests were cut down, animals
were hunted to extinction, and vegetation was lost.
At this point, there was only one resource left to
use as food—humans! Many of the people on the
island began eating those who had died of starvation.

When European ships landed on Easter Island in
1722, explorers found warring bands of people on a
destroyed island.1

Global Issues and Sustainability

Never has our world been so interconnected. People
can travel halfway around the planet in a matter of

hours. Businesses based in one country can make and
sell products in other countries. Students from different
countries can collaborate on projects in “virtual

classrooms.” Many of these
connections and issues are
positive, such as today’s high-
speed technology that makes
instant communication possible
throughout the world.

On the other hand, experts think
some globally connected issues
are so serious that they  threaten

the health, happiness, and productivity of people and
societies around the world. Some of these global issues
include rapid population growth, environmental damage,
high resource consumption, national and international
conflict, and the growing number of people living in poverty.

Why might these global issues present a real challenge?
One reason is that the Earth can produce resources at
only a certain rate. Increases in human population and
consumption strain our ability to meet the growing demand
on the Earth’s resources.

The impact of humankind on the Earth depends partly on
the kinds of resources we use. For example, it takes most
trees twenty to one hundred years to grow to maturity.
Trees are considered a
renewable resource because
with forest management, new
trees can grow and provide wood
products. However, trees grown
for human use in tree farms don’t
always provide all of the benefits
that a natural forest offers, such
as species diversity and habitat
for animals.

Unlike trees, coal is considered a nonrenewable
resource because it takes thousands of years to form.
Once it is used, it can’t be created again within the scope
of human lifetimes. In addition, when coal is burned, it
creates air pollution and releases carbon dioxide, which
can damage the environment.

We can ask some key questions to determine the degree
to which a resource is renewable or nonrenewable. These
questions apply not only to forests and coal but also to
other resources such as air, water, and soil for growing
food:

• How much of the resource exists?
• How much of the resource is being used now and

what will be the future demand for it?
• How quickly does the resource regenerate?
• What are the impacts of producing and using the

resource?

A helpful way to think about renewable and nonrenewable
resources is through the concept of sustainability.

SSSSSustainaustainaustainaustainaustainabilitybilitybilitybilitybilitySSSSSustainaustainaustainaustainaustainabilitybilitybilitybilitybility
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Like a mobile, global issues are interconnected. Graph by Facing the Future: People and the Planet

What Is Sustainability?
Sustainability means that we meet our own needs without
limiting the ability of future generations to meet their
needs.2 How do we know if something is sustainable?
There are three main areas of sustainability: environment,
society, and economy.3 To be sustainable, each of these
elements should be healthy. Improvements to any one of
these should not make any of the others worse.

For example, imagine that you are a fisherman living in a
small village. Your family has lived in this village and fished
for generations. Everyone in your family, as far back as
your great-grandmother, has caught 1,000 fish each year
to sell at the local market. The family fishing boat has
been passed down to you.

Now there is a new net you could buy that will allow you
to catch 1,200 fish each year. The net drags behind your
boat and scoops up the fish. Using the net will allow you
to catch more fish for the next ten years. However, over
time, as you and other people in the village take more
fish each year, there will be fewer adult fish to reproduce
and the total number of fish will decrease.

Even though you can catch more fish in the short term,
using the net may be unsustainable for future generations.
The number of fish available for your children to catch
won’t be the same number you can catch now. Also, if
there aren’t enough fish to sell, the economy of the village
will be hurt and your children may not be able to support
themselves by fishing.

A sustainable solution to this challenge should protect
and enhance the environment, the economy, and society.
You want to ensure that the environment is healthy and
that enough fish can mature and reproduce. You also
need to be sure that the economy is strong so that you
and the other fishermen can make a living. Finally, you
want to make sure that the society remains vibrant by
including everyone in decisions about fishing and
protecting the diversity of culture, language, religion, art,
and tradition.

Everything Is Connected
Have you ever seen a mobile? The objects are separate
and move in different directions, but they are
interconnected and in balance with each other. Touch
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What’s in a Name?
When talking about countries around the world,
people use many different terms, which can
sometimes get confusing. Here are some of the
terms used in this guide and what they mean:

The terms developed and developing countries
refer to the differences in levels of wealth and
standard of living between different countries around
the world. Developed countries have higher average
per-person incomes; Japan, Canada, the United
States, Australia, New Zealand, and countries in
western Europe are considered developed countries.
Countries from the former U.S.S.R. and eastern
Europe are not considered either developing or
developed. All other countries are called developing.4

The World Bank classifies countries based on per-
person gross national income. Low-income
countries are those with a per-person income of $735
or less per year. Middle-income countries include
those with a yearly per-person income from $736 to
$9,075. High-income countries are those with a
yearly per-person income of $9,076 or more.5 In this
guide, we sometimes refer to low-income countries
as poor and high-income countries as rich.

Other terms used by some people to describe
countries are first, second, and third world; global
north and global south; and high-consuming and
low-consuming countries.

Some of these terms can be misleading at times.
For example, some countries that are considered
to be developing are not actually experiencing
economic growth at all, while many developed
countries have economies that continue to grow. In
addition, these terms could imply that all countries
should try to become developed. In fact, many
experts and people in developing countries think
some developed countries are actually
overdeveloped and need to reduce their use of
resources. Finally, categorization of a country as
rich or poor doesn’t acknowledge richness or poverty
of culture, tradition, family life, and countless other
factors.

While none of these terms are perfect, this guide
most often uses the terms developed/developing and
rich/poor when highlighting differences between
countries.

one piece, and all the others move. Cut one string, and
the whole thing gets thrown off balance.

The environment is interconnected in the same way as
that mobile. Every type of organism, from bacteria to
whales to people, is part of a food web that depends on
healthy habitats to survive.

The human-made environment is interconnected, too. The
shoes you’re wearing right now may have been made in
Southeast Asia, your pants in Central America, your watch
in Japan. Chances are, the sandwich you eat is made
with wheat from Canada, tuna fish from Chile, lettuce from
Texas, and tomatoes from Mexico.

Just as sustainability connects environment, economy,
and society, global issues are also interconnected.
Population growth, poverty, consumption, conflicts, and
the environment all affect each other in many ways.
Challenges or solutions in one area can have a dramatic
impact on the others.

For example, as population increases, more resources
are used and often the environment is damaged. In
developing countries, the environment is affected when
families clear forests for firewood or farmland. In developed
countries, people consume a large amount of resources
such as food, water, oil, and iron. That can also have a
big impact on the environment.

Once you become aware of how these issues are
connected, you can see how working toward sustainability
in one area can have positive impacts on all of the others.

Signs of Sustainability
When we think about sustainability for the whole planet,
we can ask some key questions:

• What is the maximum human population the planet
can support?

• How much damage can the environment absorb?
• What would be the effects of distributing food and

water more equitably?
• How much and what kind of resource consumption

can the Earth support?
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The difficulty in figuring out sustainability is that there is
no single answer to any of these questions. In fact, the
answers depend on lots of factors. Sustainability isn’t
just a matter of having enough food. For humans, it is
also a matter of quality of life, which may include a
peaceful society, a rich culture, a satisfying life, and
cultural pursuits such as art, music, and athletics.

Figuring out the sustainable level of population depends
on how many resources each person needs and wants to
use to have a satisfying life. The Earth could support many
more people who consume resources at a moderate level
than it could if everyone on the planet consumed a high
level of resources. In fact, how people define what makes
life satisfying is different in many places, but there is
increasing evidence that having more money above a
certain income level and consuming more things don’t
make people any happier.6

Because the world is more and more connected,
sustainability means considering the needs of the entire
planet—and all 6.3 billion people on it. People around the
world have different levels of income, consume different
amounts of resources, have different cultural traditions,
and live in different geographic regions, so figuring out
global sustainability is complicated.

Sustainable Solutions
The good news is that many sustainable practices are
already being used today. We can make choices each
day to increase sustainability in many areas. Some of
those choices are small, such as riding a bike or walking

to school rather than driving, recycling so we can keep
reusable material out of the landfill, or turning off lights
and turning down the heat at night to conserve fuel.

Some choices are larger, such as ones that we all make
as we get older. What size family will you have? Will you
support government policies that encourage
sustainability? Will you buy products that are more
sustainable?

Government policies are also important in achieving greater
sustainability. Fortunately, many countries are coming
together to discuss and implement practices that will lead
to greater sustainability.7 For example, many nations have
signed the Kyoto Protocol to address global warming
caused by carbon dioxide emissions.

Also, many renewable energy technologies—wind, bio-
diesel, solar, hydro, geothermal—are being used by more
and more governments and people. Using these will help
us live sustainably today without using the resources
people may need in the future. However, just as for good
health and physical fitness, we need to work at
sustainability throughout our lifetime.

We can’t solve the sustainability challenges for all future
generations or all global cultures. Because we can’t predict
the challenges that people of the future will face or the
things their cultures will value, the people of the future
are the only ones who can decide what the right choices
are for them. But we can try our best to ensure that future
generations have a good set of choices and have what
they need to survive and prosper.

Photo by Water Partners International
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The Great Wall of China was built during the Qing Dynasty around 220 BCE to
keep foreign invaders from capturing food and other resources.        Photo from ClickArt

In just the last forty
years, the number of

people living on Earth has
doubled, from 3 billion to
more than 6 bill ion.
Nothing like this has ever
happened before.

In the Beginning
Back in the Stone Age,
more than 12,000 years
ago, there were
approximately 5 million
people on the entire
planet. They lived as
hunter-gatherers in small
tribes. They followed the
migrations of animals and
the seasonal growth of plants. Population remained stable
because almost as many people died as were born.

About 10,000 years ago, that started to change. Over
time, people learned to grow plants and raise animals.
Farming can produce up to 100 times as much food as
will grow wild on the same amount of land. So when people
learned to raise animals and crops, they produced much
more food.

When there’s plenty of food available, a population tends
to grow. As people became farmers rather than nomads,
the population increased. Shifting from hunting and
gathering to farming caused cultural changes, too. People
learned how to build walls and large buildings to store

and protect their extra
food. After a while, people
began to live inside those
walled settlements.

With extra food, not
everyone was needed to
work the fields. This
allowed people to do other
jobs such as being artists,
priests, soldiers, and
engineers.

As societies became
more complex, writing,
counting, and measuring
developed. People could
now keep track of their
extra food and money. As

economies grew and more food was produced, population
grew even faster.

By the birth of Jesus Christ around the year 1 in the
Common Era (CE), there were about 250 million people
on the entire Earth—fewer than the number of people who
live just in the United States today.

As towns and cities grew, more food was required to feed
the expanding population. When more food was available,
the population grew even more. Then they needed more
food, which led to more people, and the cycle continued.
However, during this early time, the worldwide population
remained low because death rates were high. Disease,
war, and hunger killed many people. As people began to

PopulationPopulationPopulationPopulationPopulation
Throughout  HistoryThroughout  HistoryThroughout  HistoryThroughout  HistoryThroughout  History
PopulationPopulationPopulationPopulationPopulation
Throughout  HistoryThroughout  HistoryThroughout  HistoryThroughout  HistoryThroughout  History

Population through the Centuries: How We Got to 6 Billion
Through most of history, the number of deaths has been nearly the same as the number of births. The
result? Slow population growth. Then, in the last thousand years, the population curve started to move
upward. If current growth rates continue, there will be just under 8 billion people on the planet in 2025.24
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An acre is about the size of a football field. So now you
can imagine the size of these people’s average footprints
and see the differences between them. If everyone on
Earth had a footprint the size of the average U.S. citizen
(24 football fields apiece), it would take five more planets,
like Earth, to support us all!36

As population grows, the total human footprint on Earth
grows too. If the average level of resource consumption
per person increases, the human footprint on Earth also
increases. If both population and resource consumption
per person increase—as is the case today—the total
human footprint on Earth grows even faster.

A country’s ecological footprint is the sum of its people’s
footprints, which depends on the number of people and
their level of resource consumption. We saw in Chapter
3, Population Throughout History, that population is
growing fastest in developing countries. Consumption,
on the other hand, is greatest in developed countries.
This means that while some rich countries have small
populations, their total ecological footprint is greater than
some poorer countries with much larger populations.

Today the average human footprint is estimated to be
just over 5.5 acres. However, available ecological space
on Earth is estimated to be 4.7 acres per person.37 If
these estimates are correct, that means that there is an
ecological deficit because we are using resources more
quickly than they can be renewed. That means we are
living unsustainably and borrowing resources from future
generations.

Reducing Humanity’s Footprint
If the global human footprint is already larger than the
Earth can support in the long run, what can we do about
it?

One issue to look at is population. If more people means
a bigger global footprint, then stabilizing our population is
one way to limit our footprint on the planet. If we reduced
world population over time, we would have even more
resources available for each person.

Another way to shrink our global footprint is through
technology. Much of the human footprint today is taken
up by the wastes we create, especially the land and water
area needed to absorb our carbon dioxide emissions. 38

Since much of that carbon dioxide comes from burning
oil and coal for energy, producing energy in new,
nonpolluting ways can reduce our footprint significantly.

We can also shrink our footprint by reducing resource
consumption. Some of this can be done by understanding
what we truly need and consuming less. This means
looking closely at how we live, including how much and
what kind of food we eat, how we get around, what we do
for recreation, and what we choose to buy. We can
examine how much and what kind of energy we use. For
example, switching to new technologies such as hybrid
or fuel-cell cars and using solar-generated electricity can
shrink our footprint. Finally, we need to examine whether
the policies in our country and culture encourage
sustainable or unsustainable consumption levels.

The challenge is that some people in the world desperately
need to increase their consumption of resources. There
are 1.2 billion people who live in extreme poverty around
the world; they need more food, more education, more
health care, and more fuel and energy resources. Only
after their basic needs have been met and when they
have economic options can these people make choices
about sustainable consumption.

The good news is that there are some technologies—
such as more effective farming techniques, wind-
generated power, and cellular phones—that can help
people consume more while not dramatically increasing
their footprint. Yet poor people often can’t afford to buy
these technologies, so developed countries need to
supply them and transport them to the places where they
can be best used.

Ultimately, the number of people the Earth can support
depends on the choices we make. Every day each of us
makes decisions about our lifestyle, our economic
system, our values, and what kind of world we want to
live in. What kinds of choices can you make that will help
the Earth maintain its carrying capacity?

New
technologies,
like these
windmills,
can help us
reduce our
ecological
footprint.
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Economic Inequity—Where’s the Money?
As the world becomes more and more urban, the most
essential resource for most people is income: money with
which to purchase essentials such as food, water, and
energy. Like food and water, money is also unevenly
distributed. Two out of every five people on the planet—
2.8 billion people—live on less than $2 a day, and 1.2
billion live on less than $1 a day.54

Since 1960, the gap between rich and poor countries has
grown steadily. Today:

• The twenty richest countries have thirty-seven times
the gross domestic product (GDP) of the twenty
poorest countries.55

• The richest 1 percent of the global population
receives as much income as the poorest 57
percent.56

• The wealth of the world’s 200 richest people equals
the combined annual income of the world’s poorest
2.5 billion people.57

This inequality exists not only on a global scale, but within
countries as well. In the United States, the richest 10
percent of the population earns more than 30 percent of
national income, while the poorest 10 percent earns only
1.8 percent. Among all high-income nations, the United
States has the most unequal distribution of income
between rich and poor people. However, other countries
also have rising inequality. The policies and patterns of
forty-eight other countries around the world caused their
economic inequality to increase between 1980 and 2000.58

There are many reasons for inequitable distribution of
wealth. One is that colonization resulted in many
resources from developing countries being taken and used
by developed countries. This extraction of resources left
little opportunities for wealth and infrastructure, such
as water and sewer facilities, schools, hospitals, and
roads. Experts also point to existing trade and economic
policies that put developing countries at a disadvantage.
Globalization can increase these trends if people don’t
have an education that allows them to compete in a global
economy.59

People in extreme poverty have few opportunities to
escape poverty or to participate in the global economy. A
majority of those in poverty are women, reflecting the fact
that around the world, women have less access to power,
money, and political decision making. 60

While income will likely never be equally distributed, a
large gap between the rich and the poor has costs for
people as well as the planet. Because rich people can
pay for what they want, these things are often produced,
while products that poor people need for basic survival

You Do the Math 64

Dividing up the world’s
resources...
If world resources were a pizza
and were divided evenly among
all the people on the planet according to population,
Asia would get 60 percent of the total, Africa 14
percent, Europe 12 percent, Latin America 9 percent,
and North America 5 percent of the pizza.

However, resources aren’t divided equally. If the pizza
were divided by gross national income (GNI)
adjusted for purchasing power parity (PPP), North
America would have 24 percent of the total, Europe
would have 27 percent, Latin America 8 percent,
Asia 37 percent, and Africa 4 percent.

Who Has the Most People?

Who Has the Most Money?

These graphs use data on population and gross
national income adjusted for PPP. GNI measures
the total income of a country’s residents. PPP
means that different currencies can be compared to
each other in terms of how much they buy. So if
someone in India has a GNI PPP of $2,820, that
means they could buy items in India equal in value
to what you could buy with $2,820 in the U.S.

Africa

4%
North America

24%

Latin America

8%

Asia

37%

Europe

27%

Africa

14%
North America
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Europe
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In addition, the habitats that other species depend on
often provide humans with important needs, too; for
example, wetlands clean pollutants out of the water people

drink and forests release oxygen humans breathe and
provide wilderness for recreation.

Many people are concerned about species extinction,
and governments have even passed laws to protect
animals in danger of becoming extinct. Many animals
that were once considered endangered are now protected
by laws such as the U.S. Endangered Species Act (ESA),
and their populations are rebuilding. However, many other
species may become extinct because scientists don’t
have enough data on them or existing laws haven’t yet
protected them.

The bald eagle is one animal species that was once
endangered but now has a healthy population size. The
bald eagle was protected by the ESA in 1967 when
scientists counted fewer than 450 nesting pairs of eagles
in the continental United States. The government also
acted to ban DDT, a farming pesticide that often ran into
streams and contaminated fish that were then eaten by
bald eagles. There are now more than 5,000 nesting pairs
of bald eagles, and in 1999 the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service recommended taking bald eagles off the
endangered species list.80

A Breath of Fresh Air

Human activities often pollute the Earth’s atmosphere,
causing smog, acid rain, damage to the ozone layer, and
contributions to global warming. Emissions from cars and
industrial factories are the major culprit.

Worldwide, more than 600 million cars and trucks are in
use today, and nearly 50 million new ones are added
each year.81 Almost all cars burn gasoline or other fossil
fuels that cause air pollution.

Many governments have air pollution standards that limit
industrial pollution in order to protect the health of citizens.
For example, the state of California has passed
automobile pollution laws that permit less pollution than

Tragedy of the Commons79

Imagine that you live in a
small town where everyone
raises sheep. Outside of the
town is a meadow where
people graze their sheep. The
meadow is just big enough to
support ten sheep, and for as
long as you can remember,
ten families lived around the
village. Each family grazed
one sheep on the common
land.

Your neighbor, however, decides that since grazing
in the meadow is free, she will get one more sheep
and graze it in the meadow too. Now there are eleven
sheep grazing in the meadow, and your neighbor is
now making more money selling the wool. You and
some of your other neighbors decide to do the same
thing; after all, it’s free.

After a couple of seasons of grazing by these new
sheep, there isn’t enough grass for all the sheep
and, because they are hungry, they nibble the grass
down to the roots. The meadow becomes a big mud
patch, and eventually the sheep die, affecting all
the families in the village.

This concept is called the Tragedy of the
Commons. It shows what can happen when a
resource is owned in common and yet not managed
in common. Because the resource is free, your
neighbor wants to take a little bit more of it so she
can get ahead. Eventually, however, the resource is
used up and can’t produce for anyone.

The Tragedy of the Commons is seen in many
instances. The atmosphere is a commons because
it doesn’t belong to anyone and it crosses national
borders. Some countries may have an industry that
creates a great deal of pollution, which is absorbed
by the air and carried across many regions. It is
cheaper for any one country if it doesn’t have to
control the pollution it creates, but that pollution
has an effect on everyone’s air quality. The good
news is that with careful managment, we can avoid
the tragedy that happened to the meadow in this
story.

Photo by USDA

Chorus Frog (formerly Pacific Tree Frog)                 Photo by Paul Bannick




